Home Sweet Home — Recipe Box & Divider Cards

Designed by ~ Annette Green

Graphic 45® Supplies:
1 ea Home Sweet Home Deluxe Collector’s Edition (4502090)
1 pk G45 Staples Antique Brass Claw Feet (4501027)
1 ea Club Exclusive Recipe Box Chipboard Kit (4502150)

Tools, Adhesives & Ink:
- Paper trimmer, scissors, ruler, scoring tools, pencil, double-sided tape, strong metal glue, clear-drying tacky glue, sanding block (to smooth edges), brown ink (optional)

Notes:
- Your kit includes a SVG Recipe Box, a Club G45 exclusive.
- Chipboard kit pieces are not labeled unless mentioned.
- Follow each photo for visual clues.
- For best results, use a thick clear-dry tacky glue and take care to read directions for exact placement of pieces.
- All measurements are width x height, unless specified.
- Distress the paper edges with ink, which is optional.
- When cutting papers, be mindful of the pattern direction.

Directions:
1. Cut a 6¾” x 6¾” piece of Farmer’s Market (B-side) then trace the top edge of the back wall chipboard piece shown. Cut out along the traced line.

2. Cut a 6¾” x 9½” piece of Garden Fresh and repeat the tracing and cutting. Cut two 4½” x 7½” pieces, trace each side wall piece and cut out. Adhere the three pieces to their corresponding chipboard pieces. These will be the exterior areas of the recipe box.
3. Onto the interior area of the back wall piece, use a ruler and pencil to mark two horizontal lines; one at ¾” from the bottom edge and another at 23⁄8” as indicated by the red arrows. Adhere the ¼” chipboard support strips so their bottom edges sit on the traced lines.

4. Adhere the Farmer’s Market paper from Step 1 to the interior back wall piece. Cut two 4½” x 4¾” pieces of Granny’s Quilt (B-side) and adhere to the interior side wall pieces.

5. Drawer Assembly: Locate the chipboard pieces etched with the letter A. There should be a base, two long walls and two short walls. Adhere the two shorter walls first by running a bead of glue along the TOP edges of the base, left and right, and pressing the wall pieces on top as indicated by the diagram in red.

6. Run a bead of glue along the SIDES of the base and short walls, one at a time, and press the long wall pieces into the glue making sure they are flush with the base’s bottom rather than on top.

7. Cut a 9¼” x 6½” piece of Handmade (B-side) then score at 1⅜” on all four sides. Cut a slit on the four small tabs as indicated in black. Fold on all score lines. This will become the liner for the drawer. Set aside.

8. Cut two 6⅜” x 1⅞” and two 4½” x 1⅞” border pieces from Country Life. Adhere to the outer four walls of the drawer unit. Cut a 6⅔” x 1” and a 6⅛” x 2¼” piece from Handmade (B-side) and adhere to their corresponding chipboard pieces. These will be front panels for the recipe box later.

9. Check the fit of the unit from Step 7 first by sliding it into the drawer (the small tabs should be folded in first so they aren’t seen when inside the drawer). Make any necessary adjustments, then adhere in the drawer. Set aside to dry.

10. Run a bead of glue along the back/top edge of a chipboard base piece and press the back wall piece onto it as indicated by the red arrows. Hold until the glue starts to set.
11. Run glue along the outer right edge of the base and the back wall, then press the right side wall piece into place as shown.

12. Run glue along the top edge of the lower ¼" support piece and along the right outer edge of a chipboard shelf piece and adhere the shelf into place. This is best achieved with the recipe box flat on its back.

13. Adhere the base’s front panel from Step 8 as shown. Cut a 6¾" x 4½" piece of Granny’s Quilt (B-side) and adhere to the last chipboard shelf piece (not shown in photo) then adhere this into place in the same manner as in Step 12.

14. Adhere three chipboard squares from the Home Sweet Home decorative chipboard sheet to the back of the “Farm Fresh” chipboard label.

15. Place the drawer on its back and adhere the chipboard unit from Step 14 to the center of the drawer front. This will serve as a drawer pull. Set aside to dry.

16. Flip the recipe box on its side, as shown, and adhere the left side wall. (Note: The photo doesn’t show paper on the top shelf, but yours will.)

17. Adhere the “Home Sweet Home” large chipboard piece to the back wall of the box as shown.

18. Fussy cut vegetables (two onions, two carrots, a tomato and a zucchini) and two seed packets from Farmer’s Market and adhere to the front panels.

19. Use strong metal glue to adhere the Antique Brass Claw Feet to the bass. (Tip: lay the box on its back for the front two, let dry, then lay the box face down to adhere the last two.)
3. From Apple Pie, cut "Grandma's Apple Pie" recipe approximately 3½" x 2½". Adhere all the papers from Step 1 closed with the fold at the top to create a sturdy base. For Divider 1, adhere the recipe cut-apart first, the decorative chipboard tag of Grandma with glue on only the left and bottom edges, three chipboard circles, and sandwich two chipboard tabs at the top. Affix a blue circle sticker over the chipboard tag’s hole.

4. Once the chipboard tag’s glue is dry, tuck the apple pie recipe cut-apart behind as shown.

Directions:

1. Cut a 6½” x 9” piece from the following papers: Handmade (B-side), Farmer’s Market (B), Home Sweet Home (B), Garden Fresh (B), Country Life (B), Granny’s Quilt (B), Handmade (A), and Apple Pie (B). Score along the 9” length at 4½” to fold in half later.

2. From two sheets of My Sunshine cut a total of eight 6” x 4” recipe card cut-aparts as shown.

3. From Apple Pie, cut “Grandma’s Apple Pie” recipe approximately 3½” x 2½”. Adhere all the papers from Step 1 closed with the fold at the top to create a sturdy base. For Divider 1, adhere the recipe cut-apart first, the decorative chipboard tag of Grandma with glue on only the left and bottom edges, three chipboard circles, and sandwich two chipboard tabs at the top. Affix a blue circle sticker over the chipboard tag’s hole.

4. Once the chipboard tag’s glue is dry, tuck the apple pie recipe cut-apart behind as shown.
5. Divider 2: Adhere recipe cut-apart to base and affix two quilt hexagon stickers sandwiched at the top. Cut three postage stamps from *Country Life* and adhere along the right edge, then adhere the square chipboard tag and affix a “Farm Fresh Eggs” circle sticker over the hole. Affix the scalloped circle sticker, the red chipboard pennant and the other “Farm Fresh Eggs” sticker over the hole. Fussy cut the cantaloupe from *Farmer’s Market* and adhere with dimensional foam.

6. Divider 3: Adhere recipe card to base and affix two red stickers sandwiched at the top. Adhere the decorative chipboard tag and affix a red circle sticker over the hole.

7. Divider 4: Adhere recipe card cut-apart to base and adhere two chipboard squares (tomatoes and lettuce) sandwiched at the top. Cut apart three seed packets from *Country Life* and adhere.

8. Divider 5: Adhere recipe card to base and affix two yellow stickers sandwiched at the top. Fussy cut green cabbage from *Farmer’s Market* and adhere toward the right edge. Affix the green “Happiness is Homemade” sticker above it and the scalloped circle sticker to the left, then adhere the green chipboard tag and add two green circle stickers over the holes.
9. Divider 6: Adhere recipe card cut-apart to base and affix two tall stickers sandwiched at the top. Affix the red “Farm Fresh” sticker toward the left edge, then fussy cut the red cabbage from Farmer’s Market and adhere. Adhere the chipboard tag (chicken) then affix a red circle sticker over the hole. Finally, add two red corner stickers to the bottom left and right corners.

10. Divider 7: Adhere recipe card cut-apart to base and adhere the blue “Happiness is Homemade” chipboard tag at the top. Cut out or punch a 3/8” circle from the B-side of Garden Fresh and adhere over the hole. Affix the yellow “East-West Home is Best” sticker.

11. Divider 8: Adhere recipe card cut-apart to base and adhere the floral chipboard tag at the top. Cut out or punch a 3/8” circle from the B-side of Granny’s Quilt and adhere over the hole. Affix the “You Are My Sunshine” sticker.

Place the Divider Cards into the finished Recipe Box along with family recipes and bound-to-be classics!